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ASP Services: Focusing on Your Core Competency -- 
Collecting Debt 

By: Stanley Brown 

Ours is a technology dependent industry. The collection environment demands efficiency in all facets of 

our business. To achieve such efficiency in these competitive times requires the services available 

through established partnerships while focusing your efforts on your core competency; your 

differentiation - your unique and creative ways to recover debt. 

As Mike Crawley points out in his article "The Role of IT in a Credit Business -- Outsourcing the IT 

Function", "Worldwide, there is a marked trend towards companies outsourcing non-core functions and 

using third party vendors for the provision of software, systems support and the development of 

strategic projects. Providing IT support for a business requires specialized technology, applications and 

resources". 

Traditional outsourcing required the service provider to invest heavily in both system and application 

development teams utilizing expensive mainframe computers. These costs were passed on to the 

customer in addition to the telecommunications costs required to operate in that environment. 

However, with the introduction of the desktop processor, Microsoft Windows® operating systems, 

open ended connectivity and the Internet as a nearly cost free, commercially available information 

super highway, that old model has been dramatically retooled and improved. Today's delivery method 

of choice is defined as an ASP -- application service provider. 

An ASP maintains the "back office" or host server, server and application software and all associated IT 

personnel. This dramatically reduces the consumer's infrastructure requirements. All account 

information is preserved at the ASP data center and the end-user needs only an enabled PC and 

Internet access. 

Areas of Interest 

A major justification factor in pursuing an outsourcing IT relationship is the management of IT 

personnel and the associated hard and soft costs. The expenses a collection business will incur in 

managing their own IT operation include but are not limited to salaries, benefits, training, office space 

and equipment, turnover, recruiting and project turn around time/delays. By leveraging an outsourcing 

firm, the customer delegates those challenges to their partner while staying attentive to the debt 

recovery objectives. 

A credit and collection company must always be sensitive to the security and integrity of the data they 

manage. Yet in today's arena, nearly all computer systems, large and small are interconnected in some 

fashion. Creating, managing and updating such a secured environment on their own can be an 

overwhelming task and in some cases, cost prohibitive. Therefore, your due diligence must verify that 

the ASP, service provider, has properly established data center firewalls, has implemented multiple 

redundancies, leverages advanced encryption technologies and will keep all of these current to ensure 

your data is safe and protected. 
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Value Proposition 

 Cost -- The ASP, when properly offered, is attractive as a low, entry price solution. You can 

preserve capital that would be directed specifically towards your collection efforts while 

leasing the collection software and service incrementally, on a monthly usage basis. When 

your business expands, you pay as that growth is realized over an extended period of time, 

under agreements that range from single year to multi-year contracts. Under this arrangement 

you more successfully contain your IT personnel, software and hardware expenditures 

allowing for a cleaner forecasting and budgeting process. 

 Industry Features/Functionality -- To remain commercially successful, the service provider 

must ensure that their collection software is always "best of breed." The ability to utilize the 

product's existing customer base to solicit guidance regarding product development is key to 

this achievement. By pulling from a wealth of industry "subject matter experts" and using the 

latest development tools to quickly deliver on these enhancements means the consumer can 

seize opportunities he or she would not otherwise be able to while waiting for internal product 

programming. A multiple release process to easily distribute the latest product versions is 

critical to accomplishing this goal. It is also imperative that the customer has the ability and 

flexibility to take steps to tailor the application to their requirements. 

 Scalability -- A well-architected system offers virtually unlimited headcount and horsepower 

growth. You don't want your business' success limited by the capacity of the software or 

hardware on which it operates. Typically, outsourced applications and host servers manage the 

operations of many businesses and therefore are designed to support exponential growth. You 

should feel comfortable with the product and services expansion whether you oversee a single 

centralized operation or a broad reaching organization with multiple locations. 

 Responsive Service -- An ASP has a unique perspective as a product and service provider. The 

ASP's relationship to their customer is different from that of a software sales organization. 

Your application service provider effectively serves as your IT department and therefore, is a 

much more closely united partner in your success. A strong partner empathizes with you and 

understands their need to deliver quality support 24 x 7. As an IT organization, a strong ASP is 

uniquely qualified to provide quality service. 

 

About the Author 

Stanley Brown, has been in the collection market for 17 years. 
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About Profitera Corporation Sdn. Bhd. 

Profitera Corporation is a leading technology provider of Revenue Collections, Debt Recovery and Agency 

Management Software Solutions. With offices in Malaysia, Singapore, the US and Partners in Asia, Middle East and 

Europe, Profitera provides solutions to help its Customers focus on their Clients and optimize Profits throughout 

their Revenue and Profitability Lifecycle. As experts in Revenue Collections, Debt Recovery and Agency 

Management, Profitera continuously brings real-time scalable technology to the doorstep of its Customers to help 

reduce Bad Debt and improve Profitability. 

 

Enterprise Revenue Collections & Debt Recovery Software Systems 

SMS Notification and 2-way SMS Interaction software platform 

Data Management and Software Integration Services 

Data Analysis, OLAP and Multi-dimensional Cubes for Online Interactive Reporting 

 


